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A B S T R A C T

As the coming decades will witness a big trend in the decommissioning of offshore platforms, simultaneously
disassembling topsides of multiple offshore platforms is getting increasingly common. Considering high risk and
cost of offshore operations, module lift planning among multiple offshore platforms with transport vessels is
required to be carefully conducted. The lift planning usually contains two main parts: module layout on vessels
planning and vessel transport schedules arrangement. In contrast to the current experience-driven module lift
planning, this paper formulates the lift planning optimization problem and develops a web system integrating
building information modeling (BIM) and geographical information system (GIS) to efficiently disassemble
topsides for multiple offshore platforms. BIM provides detailed information required for planning module layout
on vessels and GIS contains the management and analysis of geospatial information for the vessel transport
schedule arrangement. As for module layout optimization, three heuristic algorithms, namely genetic algorithm
(GA), particle swarm optimization (PSO), and firefly algorithm (FA) are implemented and compared to obtain
the module layout with the minimum total lift time. While for vessel transport schedule, graph search technique
is integrated with a developed schedule clash detection function to obtain the transport schedule with the
minimum sailing time. The proposed optimization algorithms and techniques are integrated into a developed
BIM/GIS-based web system. An example of three offshore platforms with eighteen modules in total is used to
illustrate the developed system. Results show that the developed system can significantly improve the efficiency
of lift planning in multiple topsides disassembly. The developed BIM/GIS-based web system is also effective and
practical in the resource allocation and task assignment among multiple locations, such as construction sites,
buildings, and even cities.

1. Introduction

Offshore platforms are large structures with functional modules to
drill and process oil and natural gas from the seabed. An offshore
platform generally has a lifetime of 30 to 40 years. The decom-
missioning of offshore platforms is the most important concern of the
stakeholders when platforms are reaching their end of service lives. The
big markets of offshore platform decommissioning for the coming
decades around the world, such as the North Sea [1], coastal of
Southern California [2], and Asian Pacific areas [3], were presented in
[4]. There are different types of offshore platforms, while fixed plat-
forms are one of the commonly used offshore platform types in the
world. Topsides disassembly is an important task during the decom-
missioning of fixed platforms considering the cost, time, and risk. The
main work of topsides disassembly is to lift the functional modules from

the deck of platforms to transport vessel. Since functional modules are
usually big and heavy, the module layout on a vessel can impact the
total module lift time and stability of the transport vessel. Especially,
the unstable offshore environment is a critical concern during the dis-
assembling phase [5]. Therefore, planning and optimizing module
layout on transport vessels is necessary.

The study of functional module layout on transport vessel is still
limited. Although Tan et al. [6] studied the module layout problem, the
study only optimized module layout in a “one platform one vessel”
scenario. However, a stakeholder usually owns several offshore plat-
forms, which are located in clusters. It is meaningful and necessary to
share vessel resources among multiple offshore platforms. Therefore,
decommissioning multiple offshore platforms is getting common. In the
North Sea, increasing number of stakeholders tend to decommission
multiple offshore platforms simultaneously to share decommissioning
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knowledge and take full advantages of available equipment, such as
huge heavy lift vessel. For example, ConocoPhillips (U.K.) Limited plans
to decommission three offshore platforms in Lincolnshire Offshore
Gathering System [7]. Centrica North Sea Limited has started to de-
commission four offshore platforms [8,9] in Audrey filed simulta-
neously. Considering the size and weight of the functional modules,
multiple transport vessels are required and shared by the platforms. The
module assignment, meaning which module should be assigned to
which predetermined locations on which transport vessel, is similar to
quadratic assignment problem (QAP). Since there is no known algo-
rithm for solving QAP in polynomial time, and even some cases require
long computational time, this problem is usually treated as non-de-
terministic polynomial-time hardness problem (NP-hard problem). QAP
has already been studied in the manufacturing industry and the
building construction industry for decades. Heuristic algorithms such as
genetic algorithm (GA), particle swarm optimization (PSO), and the
recently developed firefly algorithm (FA) have been commonly applied
to solve QAP with promising performance and advantages over com-
putational time. However, the study of formulating module lift problem
as QAP to optimize the module layout on transport vessel with different
heuristic algorithms is still limited.

In addition to the module lift operations, module transport is an-
other important part of the topsides disassembly of multiple offshore
platforms. After obtaining optimal module layout on all transport ves-
sels, the platforms to be visited for each vessel are determined. Since
offshore platforms are usually far away from each other and the weight
of loaded modules has an impact on the sailing speed of transport
vessels, the transport schedule of each vessel to offshore platforms re-
quires being carefully planned considering the potential unexpected
environment such as hurricanes and storms. The optimization problem
of vessel transport schedule can be treated as a graph search problem
especially when the number of offshore platforms to be decommis-
sioned increases. However, unlike traditional graph search problem
[10,11], where each edge usually contains no more than two weights
that represent the travel cost or distance between two nodes, the
number of weights (sailing time between two platforms) on each edge
varies according to the number of platforms to be visited by each vessel.
Although the study of developing efficient search algorithms on graph
has been conducted for decades [12] and applied to various fields [13]
such as supply chain management and path planning, graph search is
still lacking in the vessel transport schedule problem studied in this
paper.

To optimize lift operations, including module layout on vessels and
vessel transport schedule for topsides disassembly of multiple offshore
platforms, information such as module locations on different offshore
platforms, module weight, predetermined locations on each vessel, size
of all offshore platforms and vessels, distances among platforms, and
distances between each platform and onshore factory site is required.
Building information modeling (BIM) has been increasingly used to
provide detailed geometric and semantic information for elements in
civil engineering projects for the past decade. Geographic information
system (GIS) has advantages over geospatial data management and
spatial analysis for the objects with multiple spatial scales, from na-
tionwide and citywide issues to a construction site or a building.
Increasing number of researchers try to take advantage of the benefits
of BIM and GIS by integrating them. Therefore, this study integrated
BIM and GIS on web technology to provide enough information for the
optimization objectives. Heuristic algorithms will be implemented to
optimize the lift operations, and graph search technique will be applied
to plan the vessel transport schedule.

The rest of this paper is outlined as follows. Section 2 reviews re-
lated work on lift planning optimization that has been previously
conducted. A BIM/GIS-based web system for optimizing module lift
operations and vessel transport schedule is proposed in Section 3. To
illustrate the proposed system, an example is used in Section 4. Section
5 discusses the study and concludes the study with limitations and

future work.

2. Related work

2.1. Facility layout problem: quadratic assignment problem

Determining facility placement in production systems, plant areas,
construction sites, and other spaces is defined as the facility layout
problem (FLP) [14–16]. Minimizing the materials handling cost based
on distances and material flows among facilities is the most common
objective used when formulating the mathematical models. FLP can be
categorized into different models according to the way of layout pro-
blem formulation. Quadratic assignment problem (QAP) model, mixed
integer programming (MIP) problem model, and graph theory model
are three of the most commonly studied models for FLP [14,15]. QAP is
considered as a challenging combinatorial optimization problem [17],
which assigns facilities to locations in a way that each facility is as-
signed to one location [18]. One process to be studied in this paper is
lifting modules from the offshore platform to the predetermined loca-
tions on heavy lift vessel. Therefore, the module lifting process can be
formulated as QAP without considering material flow between any two
modules on the vessel.

QAP, as a classical NP-hard combinational optimization problem,
has been studied since 1957 by many researchers using developed exact
and heuristic approaches [19]. Among the heuristic approaches, genetic
algorithm (GA) and particle swarm optimization (PSO) were commonly
used to solve QAP models. For the GA-based QAP studies, Tate and
Smith [20] implemented GA to solve QAP problem and it performed
well compared with the previously studied heuristic algorithms. Li and
Love [21] used GA to plan facilities on construction sites and the effi-
ciency of GA in solving the construction site-level facility layout was
demonstrated. Other GA-based QAP studies not only used GA to solve
the assignment problem, but also tried to improve GA performance by
incorporating greedy principles [22], developing effective operators
[23], and designing a parallel GA with multiple processors in a GPU
[24].

As for PSO-based QAP studies, Lv et al. [25] used PSO to solve
quadratic assignment problem and proposed a new particle re-
presentation for the problem. Gong and Tuson [26] generalized PSO
operator in a formal manner using forma analysis and the obtained
results are comparable to a GA. In addition, PSO was also integrated
with other methods to well solve quadratic assignment problem. For
example, Liu et al. [27] designed a fuzzy scheme to extend traditional
position and velocity of the particles to fuzzy matrices. Zhao et al. [28]
introduced fuzzy PSO to handle multi-objective QAP.

In addition to GA and PSO, another heuristic algorithm named
firefly algorithm (FA) [29,30], which was first proposed in late 2007
and 2008 [31,32] and was based on the flashing patterns and behavior
of fireflies, can also be used for QAP. For example, Durkota [33] pro-
posed a way to adjust FA to solve discrete problems such as QAP with
permutation solutions. Fister Jr. et al. [34] applied FA, hybridized with
local search heuristic, to optimize the combinational problem called
graph 3-coloring problem. The results of using FA were promising and
showed that FA can also be applied to other combinational optimization
problems.

Previous efforts of applying heuristic approaches to solving quad-
ratic assignment problem are based on total handling cost or time
among all the assigned facilities. However, in this study, no material
flow exits among the lifted modules on the vessel. Total lift time of all
modules is the objective function to be minimized, which means this
study focuses on the process of heavy lifts between platforms and ves-
sels. Although Tan et al. [6] studied lift planning and module layout
arrangement for one platform and one heavy lift vessel, the study of
QAP-based module lift among multiple offshore platforms and vessels is
still lacking.
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2.2. Route optimization among multiple locations

Visiting multiple locations and conducting certain mission at each
location is a common real-world manifestation. This issue is treated as
traveling salesman problem (TSP) and Chinese postman problem (CPP),
which have been studied for several decades. The TSP can simply be
stated as if a traveling salesman wishes to visit exactly once each of a
list of m cities and then return to the home city, what the least costly
route is [35]. Complete historical development of TSP can be found in
[36]. The CPP is to address the question of “how does one develop a
tour or route that covers every street in the zone and brings the postman
back to his point of origin having traveled the minimum possible dis-
tance” [37]. Many other similar problems such as street sweeping, snow
plowing, garbage collection, meter reading and the inspection of pipes
can be treated as CPPs. Both TSP and CPP are originally from the
mathematical graph theory so that they can be addressed with the
graph search algorithms.

In this study, similar to TSP and CPP, the vessel transport schedule
arrangement problem is to determine the visiting sequence of each
vessel to offshore platforms. However, there are still differences be-
tween TSP or CPP and the vessel transport schedule arrangement pro-
blem. In general, the graph theory problem consists of two parts: nodes
and edges. Nodes are used to represent the locations to be visited, while
edges are used to connect two nodes. Each edge is usually assigned with
no more than two weights, which represent the cost required to travel
between the two connected locations considering direction. In this
study, edges represent the sailing time between two offshore platforms.
Although the distance between two offshore platforms is fixed, the
sailing speed varies with the total load of the vessel and the load de-
pends on which offshore platforms have been visited by the vessel.
Therefore, sailing time between two offshore platforms is impacted by
vessel transport schedule and the possible sailing time will increase
when platform number increases. According to the difference, the

transport schedule problem of this study is more complicated; graph
search technique will be implemented to try to optimize the problem.

2.3. BIM-GIS applications

BIM, as a 3D digital representation of geometric and semantic in-
formation of a facility, is increasingly applied in the architecture, en-
gineering, and construction (AEC) industry [38]. However, the in-
formation provided by BIM is usually limited to a facility or a building
level. GIS is a field that consists of geospatial database management,
geospatial modeling, geospatial analysis and prediction, and geovisua-
lization-based decision making [39]. Due to the strengths in the mod-
eling at multiple spatial scales, GIS can be adaptive in the spatial and
temporal analysis and decision making in various spatial objects, such
as cities, infrastructure, buildings, and construction components
[40,41]. Therefore, integrating BIM and GIS can take advantage of
detailed facility or building information and geospatial information for
more accurate and efficient decision making in the AEC fields.

BIM-GIS integration has been applied in addressing various prac-
tical issues. One of the most common fields of applying BIM-GIS in-
tegration is the facility management (FM) that the researchers in-
tegrated BIM and GIS for higher efficiency and better performance of
management. Wang et al. [42] created a profiling approach to promote
facility reuse. Kang and Hong [43] proposed a software architecture for
effective BIM/GIS-based FM data integration. Liu and Issa [44] in-
vestigated the use of BIM and GIS information to obtain detailed in-
formation for facility operation and maintenance. In addition to
building-level FM studies, BIM and GIS were also integrated for city-
level FM studies, such as urban facility management [45] and utility
information management [46]. Another popular field of BIM-GIS in-
tegration is the energy study. Wu et al. [47] proposed a virtual facility
energy assessment planning tool by integrating BIM and GIS with a
cloud infrastructure. Niu et al. [48] developed a BIM-GIS integrated

Fig. 1. The development framework of the proposed system.
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web-based building energy data visualization system to facilitate col-
laboration between urban-level energy planning and building-level
energy design. Yamamura et al. [49] proposed a BIM-GIS based urban
energy planning system to encourage smart concept in Japan. In ad-
dition, BIM and GIS were also integrated and applied to many other
fields, such as evacuation simulation under emergencies [50], 3D traffic
noise mapping [51], crane layout planning on construction site [52],
economic feasibility study [53] and earthwork operation [54] for
highway, supply chain management [55], flood damage to a building
[56], and risk control during construction [57].

Among the BIM/GIS-based applications, web-based platforms
[48,58,59] usually take advantages over other platforms as no addi-
tional program installation was required. However, no studies have
integrated BIM and GIS for offshore platform decommissioning in-
cluding module lift operation and vessel transport schedule optimiza-
tion, in which detailed facility information of modules and accurate
spatial information of offshore platforms are required.

3. Development of proposed system

As shown in Fig. 1, the development framework of the proposed
BIM/GIS-based web system for lift planning among multiple offshore
platforms contains (1) BIM environment, (2) GIS environment, (3)
module layout optimization, and (4) vessel transport schedule optimi-
zation. BIM environment (Part 1) contains detailed dimensions, loca-
tions, and semantic information of all functional modules and vessels.
Information extraction and simplification are conducted in Part 1. GIS
environment (Part 2) can not only provide required spatial information
of all offshore platforms and onshore factory sites but also be integrated
with BIM environment to develop the BIM/GIS-based module lift
planning system for multiple offshore platforms. Module layout opti-
mization (Part 3) and vessel transport schedule optimization (Part 4)
are two core parts of the module lift planning system. Part 3 is based on
the information obtained from Part 1. Heuristic algorithms namely
genetic algorithm (GA), particle swarm optimization (PSO), and firefly
algorithm (FA) are implemented to optimize module layout, and per-
formance of the three implemented algorithms are compared to find the
most efficient one. Based on the optimized results from Part 3 and
spatial information obtained from Part 2, graph search technique in-
tegrated with a developed schedule clash detection function is used in
Part 4 to optimize the vessel schedule of transporting all lifted modules
to the onshore factory site. Part 3 and Part 4 are also integrated into
Part 2, where an integrated BIM/GIS web-based system is developed to
help plan module lift among multiple offshore platforms. More details
of each part are discussed in the following sections.

3.1. System input

BIM, as one of the emerging information technologies applied in the

AEC industry, is used to represent all functional modules on the off-
shore platform as well as the transport vessel in a 3D digital manner,
where all required information is properly stored. Industry Foundation
Classes (IFC), which is the main neutral file format for data exchange
among BIM software, is used as the input file of the proposed BIM/GIS-
based system to provide required information for module layout opti-
mization part (see Section 3.2). To optimize module layout on vessels,
module weight, module locations on offshore platforms, and predefined
area locations on the vessel are required. The module weights are used
to guarantee the stability of vessels. Before exporting IFC file from
Revit, weight is added as property and assigned with the values ac-
cording to historical manufacturing data. Then, the weights of modules
can be automatically extracted from IFC file by accessing the entities of
IfcPropertySet and IfcPropertySingleValue. As for geometric information
of module, the geometry of modules is simplified, and location of the
centroid of each module is automatically extracted as the locations for
all modules on an offshore platform, using the approach that we have
developed [6,60,61]. The module geometry simplification mechanism
is illustrated as Fig. 2. The deck information of vessel can also be ex-
tracted following this same information simplification and extraction
methodology, and then the centroid of each predefined area is used to
represent its location.

In addition to obtaining required information from BIM environ-
ment for module layout optimization, to optimize transport schedules
of vessels, spatial information of offshore platforms and onshore factory
site are also required. GIS is a system that can capture, store, manip-
ulate, and analyze all types of geo-spatial data. Therefore, GIS is used in
the proposed system to provide all required spatial information to op-
timize transport schedule of vessels, which takes charge of moving all
lifted modules from offshore platform to onshore factory site. IFC file
that contains required information for module layout optimization is
integrated into the GIS environment by data transformation among
ArcGIS applications (see Section 3.4). The GIS environment integrated
with IFC is then published as a web system. The proposed information
extraction algorithm is realized in JavaScript and embedded into the
published web system. By integrating BIM and GIS, the detailed in-
formation of functional modules to be lifted and spatial information of
all offshore platforms and the onshore factory can be seamlessly com-
bined within the developed BIM/GIS-based web system to provide re-
quired information for module lift planning. More details of the in-
tegration of BIM and GIS are introduced in Section 3.4.

3.2. Modules layout optimization

The purpose of module layout optimization is to obtain the optimal
module layouts, which make the total lift time of all modules from
offshore platforms to vessels the minimum and guarantee the stability
of all vessels. As mentioned in Section 1, the module lift operation
studied in this paper is similar to the QAP. However, compared to

Fig. 2. Illustration of module geometry simplification [6].
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traditional QAP, the objective of this study is not to minimize the
handling cost or material flows among facilities after being assigned but
to minimize the total lift time during the module disassembly. Since
offshore lift operations are more challenging than that on land, mini-
mizing the total lift time of all disassembled modules can reduce the lift
time, energy consumption, and potential safety hazards such as hoisting
swing caused by unexpected sea waves and wind.

3.2.1. Module lift process
Before lifting functional modules, necessary preparation, including

separating modules, removing chemical materials from modules, and
fastening each module to avoid sliding off, should be conducted. After
disassembly preparation, each module to be lifted is assigned a module
ID as shown in Fig. 3. For each vessel, the deck is divided into several
areas to load the disassembled modules, and all the predefined areas are
also numbered from 1 to k. In addition, each defined area is assumed to
be big enough to load any of the modules to be lifted. The total number
of functional modules on the offshore platforms should be no more than
k. The goal of the module lift process is to assign all indexed function
module from m platforms to k predefined areas of n vessels. Different
assignment plans (i.e. combination of module layout on vessels) result
in different total lift time. As mentioned previously in this paper, the
total lift time is used as the objective to be minimized. Therefore, the
lift time of each module from an offshore platform to its arranged area
on vessel is calculated and summarized to obtain the total lift time.

3.2.2. Single lift process decomposition
For each functional module, the lift operation contains three stages.

First, the crane of the vessel lifts the module to a required height before
rotation and radiation (see Fig. 4(a)). The required height should
guarantee that the module does not clash with other structures on both
the offshore platform and vessel. Then, the rotation and radiation are
conducted simultaneously to move the module to be right above the
planned area on the vessel (see Fig. 4(b)). Since offshore lift operations
have a high level of risk, especially when conducting two lift operations
simultaneously, the speeds of rotation and radiation should be well
controlled to avoid unnecessary swing during lifting. The time required
to finish the two lift operations may be different, the longer time is
chosen as time consumed at this stage. Finally, the rotated and radiated
module is lifted down to the planned area on the vessel as shown in
Fig. 4(c). By calculating and summarizing the time consumed at each
stage, the single lift time for each module layout can be obtained.

3.2.3. Objective function and solution representation
To evaluate each possible module layout on vessels, the total lift

time of all modules from offshore platforms to vessels based on this
module layout is used. The goal of optimizing module layout is to
minimize the total lift time to avoid unnecessary safety issues that may
be caused by being exposed to the offshore environment for a long time.
The objective function is given as:

∑= +
=

min f t max t t t( ) ( ( , ) )
i

n i i i
0 1 2 3 (1)

where f(t) is the total lift time, n is number of modules to be lifted, i
(i=0,…,n) is the ith module, t1i, t2i, and t3i are the time required for
rotation, radiation, and vertical lift for the ith module, respectively.
Each time is calculated as follows:

=t α varccos /1 1

= −t l l v| |/2 1 2 2

= +t h h v( )/up down3 3

α: required angle to be rotated
l1: distance between module and crane before the lift
l2: distance between module and crane after lift
hup: distance to be lifted up
hdown: distance to be lifted down
v1, v2, and v3: rotation speed, radiation speed, and lift speed
Since each module is assigned with a predefined area on a certain

vessel and all defined areas are already numbered, a permutation of 1 to
n is used to represent each module layout (solution). For example, [8 4
7 1 5 3 2 6] is a layout with 8 modules. In this module layout, the 8th
module will be lifted to the 1st predefined area on one of the vessels and
the 5th will be lifted to the 5th predefined area. In addition, another
safety concern is the stability of vessels. Therefore, for each layout
(solution), the moment difference between the stern and bow (M1) and

Fig. 3. Illustration of module being lifted from offshore platforms to vessels.

Fig. 4. Single lift process decomposition.
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that between the left and right sides of each vessel (M2) should be no
more than a given tolerance. M1 and M2 caused by all modules can be
calculated based on the information extracted from the BIM environ-
ment. Finally, based on the extracted module and vessel information,
formulated objective function, and solution constraint, the module
layout can be optimized with heuristic algorithms. The implementation
of the three chosen algorithms is discussed in detail in the next section.

3.2.4. Optimization algorithms
The layout optimization problem studied in this paper is similar to

QAP, which is also considered to be ‘NP-hard’. Many heuristic algo-
rithms, such as genetic algorithm (GA), particle swarm optimization
(PSO), and firefly algorithm (FA), can be used to optimize the QAP-
based layout problem. As mentioned in Section 2.1, this study considers
QAP in a different perspective compared to traditional QAP. The ob-
jective to be optimized is to minimize total lift time when assigning all
modules from offshore platforms to vessels rather than minimizing the
material and handle flow among facilities after being assigned. GA,
PSO, and FA are implemented respectively in this study to optimize
module layouts on vessels and then the performance of these three al-
gorithms are compared to select the optimal one for the module layout
optimization in this study.

GA, which is inspired by evolution, is a common method of solving
layout optimization problems due to its ease of implementation. GA
usually tries to combine elements (crossover) from two potential solu-
tions (parents) or to conduct mutation on one solution to produce a new
solution (offspring) that is then evaluated by a fitness (objective)
function. After evaluating the newly generated offspring, it is then
compared with solutions in the initial population. If the new one is
better, it is kept; otherwise, it is discarded. The iteration continues until
the maximum generations are reached. Schematically, the GA can be
summarized as the pseudo code as shown in Fig. 5.

PSO was initially introduced as a function optimization metho-
dology inspired by the behaviors of fish schooling and bird flocking.
PSO also solves a problem by initializing a population with a certain
number of candidate solutions called particles. The particles move
around in the search-space based on objective function over their po-
sitions and velocities. The movement of every particle is influenced by
its local best-known position and also guided the global best-known
position in the whole search space. More details of PSO can be seen
from the pseudo code as shown in Fig. 6.

The last algorithm to be introduced is firefly algorithm (FA) that is
based on the flashing patterns and behaviors of fireflies. FA is one of the
latest artificial intelligence algorithms developed. The defined fireflies
are unisex so that each firefly can be attracted to others by their at-
tractiveness, which is proportional to the brightness. Both

attractiveness and brightness decrease when the distance increases. For
two fireflies, the less bright one will move towards the brighter one and
their brightnesses are determined by the landscape of the objective
function. FA is said to be superior when it comes to problems with many
local optima and to return results extremely fast. Therefore, FA will also
be implemented to optimize the module layout on vessels. The pseudo
code of FA is shown in Fig. 7.

After implementing GA, PSO, and FA, convergences of the three
algorithms are compared. Since all the three algorithms sharing the
characteristics of starting iteration from an initialized population with a
certain number of potential solutions, the population sizes (e.g. 30, 50,
and 80) that are commonly used for population-based algorithms will
be applied to explore that how population size impact the convergence
of fitness of the three algorithms. Not only three algorithms with the
same population size are compared, but also each algorithm with dif-
ferent population sizes are compared with each other. According to
performance of GA, PSO, and FA, the most efficient and accurate al-
gorithm is selected. Then, with the selected optimal algorithm, the
optimized module layout on vessels can be obtained. With the opti-
mized module layout, offshore platforms that each vessel should visit
are determined. Since the transport schedule of vessels has an impact on
the total offshore sailing time that is another safety concern, the opti-
mization of vessel transport schedule is necessary. More details of the
transport schedule optimization are discussed in the next section.

3.3. Vessel transport schedule optimization

According to the optimized module layout on each vessel, the off-
shore platforms that each vessel should visit can be determined. Since
the weight of modules on offshore platforms varies and load of vessel
impacts sailing velocity, the transport schedule of each vessel among
offshore platforms has impact on the total offshore sailing time. As
sailing on the sea faces many uncertainties such as huge waves and
hurricanes that may cause safety issues to both vessel and humans,
timely transporting all modules from multiple offshore platforms to
land is necessary. Therefore, transport schedule among multiple off-
shore platforms for each vessel is optimized to reduce the total module
transport time.

3.3.1. Potential transport schedule to graph
When module layout on each vessel is determined, the number (N)

of offshore platforms that a heavy lift vessel needs to visit is obtained.
The number of potential transport schedules for each vessel should be
factorial of N. All potential transport schedules can be represented as a
tree format (see Fig. 8). S and F represent the same location, the on-
shore factory site where vessels set off to lift and transport modules and
return back to unload disassembled functional modules, and PN is the
nth offshore platform to be visited. The weight on the line is the required
sailing time between two locations. Transport time depends on the
sailing velocity and sailing distance. Sailing distances among offshore
platforms and on-land factory are fixed and sailing velocity usually
varies according to weight of loaded modules.

The potential schedule can be converted to a graph to efficiently
obtain the optimal schedule. All locations including S, F, and Pn are
represented as nodes, which are connected by edges with weights on
them. All nodes are then indexed. The weight, Wij, are the vessel sailing
time from ith node to jth node. Wij is calculated according to carried load
when vessel leaves ith node. The whole constructed graph has (N+2)
layers including S and F. From node S, the number of child nodes locate
in the next layer decreases from N to 1. The number of total nodes
increases when N gets bigger and the computational time to manually
obtain the transport schedule with the least sailing time also increases.
Therefore, graph search technique is necessary to be applied to auto-
matically and efficiently obtain the transport schedule from the con-
structed graph.Fig. 5. Pseudo code of genetic algorithm (GA).
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3.3.2. Graph search and schedule clash detection
After converting the potential schedules to a graph, some graph

search technique can be used to obtain the schedule (location permu-
tation) with the minimum cost (sailing time). The details of graph
search technique used in this study are shown in Fig. 9. The search
technique is initialized by creating an open list L and S is added to L.
Each node has a cost value that represents the total sailing time re-
quired by the vessel to reach the node following the transport schedule.
The node with minimum cost is then selected as the current node (cn) to
extend L by adding the child nodes of cn to L. For every extension, cn is
checked to see if cn is F or not. The extension continues until cn reaches
F. When reaching F, the expected potential vessel transport schedule
with the minimum cost is obtained.

Since heavy lifts at each offshore platform are dangerous offshore
operations, one offshore platform only allows one vessel to conduct
heavy lifts at a time. Although the vessel transport schedule with least
sailing is obtained, potential schedule clashes may exist. Therefore,
detecting schedule clashes is necessary. To detect schedule clash of a

vessel, both sailing time between any two offshore platforms and lift
time consumed at each platform for the vessel are required. Sailing time
can be easily obtained during vessel transport schedule optimization
and lift time can be obtained from the module layout optimization part
(Section 3.2). With both sailing time and lift time, the detailed timeline
of the selected vessel arrives and leaves each platform is obtained.
Then, the arrival time and leaving time of one platform of the vessel are
used to compare with that of the same platform of other vessels. If both
arrival and leaving time is less than the arrival or more than leaving
time of other vessels, the optimized transport schedule is used as the
final vessel transport schedule plan; if not, necessary adjustment of the
sailing time will be conducted to avoid the time clash. The graph search
technique and schedule clash detection method are finally integrated
into the developed BIM/GIS-based web system (see Section 3.3) to
obtain the optimal transport schedule of each vessel.

3.4. Web-based BIM-GIS system development

To better take advantage of the proposed optimization methodolo-
gies for module lift process and module transport, a BIM/GIS-based web
system was developed in this study. BIM provides the detailed in-
formation of all modules on different offshore platforms, while GIS
provides spatial information for module transport schedule optimiza-
tion. Since the commonly used neutral file formats for data exchange
among BIM applications and GIS applications are Industry Foundation
Classes (IFC) and shapefile respectively, developing a BIM/GIS-based
web system requires integrating IFC and shapefile. The developed in-
tegration workflow of BIM and GIS is shown in Fig. 10. The whole in-
tegration process tries to open IFC file from BIM in ArcGIS platforms, a
GIS environment. The original offshore platform models were first
created in Revit, then exported as IFC files, and finally imported into
ArcMap by using the Data Interoperability extension for ArcGIS, in
which the IFC file was converted to multipatch (3D shape type of
shapefile) stored in Geodatabase file (.dbf). Since GIS uses a world
coordinate system, the offshore platforms in their local Cartesian co-
ordinate system have to be geo-referenced to be correctly displayed, in
which the location of those offshore platforms has to be adjusted, as
well as their Z-values (height). The adjusted models in shapefile were
then imported into ArcGIS Pro to be placed at the right position.

Fig. 6. Pseudo code of particle swarm algorithm (PSO).

Fig. 7. Pseudo code of firefly algorithm (FA).
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Finally, those models were packaged by ArcGIS Pro and published or
shared in ArcGIS online to be used by the web application.

Apart from the 3D model transformation from BIM environment to
GIS environment, the proposed system also has functionalities such as
optimizing lift operation and vessel transport schedule. The optimiza-
tion algorithms were realized in JavaScript and embedded into the
integrated BIM/GIS system. The developed functions include retrieving
information from BIM model and GIS spatial data, optimizing module
layouts on each vessel, and obtaining the optimal transport schedule for
each vessel. With the developed BIM/GIS-based system, not only the
required information (e.g., module dimensions, weight, and platform
locations) can be extracted automatically and efficiently, but also the
module layout on each vessel and vessel transport schedule.

4. Illustrative example

4.1. Example introduction

An example is herein used to illustrate the proposed optimization
approach and system. In the example, there are three offshore platforms
with eighteen modules and two vessels are used to transport all the
disassembled modules to a site factory on land. The overview of the
three offshore platforms, two vessels, and factory location is presented
in the developed BIM/GIS-based web system (see Fig. 11). In addition,
an interface integrated with developed functions (i.e. information ex-
traction, module layout optimization, and vessel transport schedule
optimization) for topsides disassembly planning is also presented in
Fig. 12.

4.2. Demonstration of the developed system for lift planning among multiple
offshore platforms

With the developed system, first, the information required for
module layout optimization can be extracted by clicking the button
‘Information Extraction’. The extracted information includes the module
location, module weight, and predefined area positions (see Fig. 11(a)).
Then, with the obtained information, the button ‘Module Layout Opti-
mization’ can be used to optimize module layouts on each vessel and the
2D view of the module layout on each vessel can be visualized as shown
in Fig. 11(b). Mij represents the jth module on ith offshore platform and
should be lifted to the predefined location as illustrated in the opti-
mized results. Since three heuristic algorithms have been implemented
and compared in this study, the comparison and selection of optimal
algorithm, which was finally used to develop the ‘Module Layout Opti-
mization’ button, are introduced in Section 4.3. Finally, based on the
optimized module layout, the optimal vessel transport schedule can be
obtained using button ‘Transport Schedule Optimization’. Schedule clash
detection is conducted simultaneously. The final vessel transport
schedule can also be visualized as shown in Fig. 11(c). Within the de-
veloped web system, information extraction and optimization are au-
tomatically conducted and the optimized results show that the pro-
posed system can improve the efficiency of topsides disassembly
planning among multiple offshore platforms.

4.3. Algorithm selection for module layout optimization

In addition to obtaining the optimized module layout on vessels and
vessel transport schedule of the used illustrative example, the algo-
rithms used for each optimization are also compared. Fig. 13. shows the

Fig. 8. Potential transport schedule to graph.

Fig. 9. Flowchart of graph search technique.
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performance comparison among GA, PSO, and FA when optimizing the
module layout on vessels. The convergence speed of these three algo-
rithms with different population size (30 or 50 or 80) is presented in
Fig. 13(a). According to convergence lines, FA can reach the global

optima with only a few generations whatever the population size is. As
for PSO and GA, more generations are required to obtain the global best
and GA requires the most generations. The reason that FA is more ef-
ficient is FA divides the whole population into subgroups automatically,

Fig. 10. Workflow of web-based BIM/GIS system development.

Fig. 11. Overview of the illustrative example in developed system.
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and each group can swarm around each local optima. Among all these
local optima, the global optima can be found efficiently. In addition,
such subdivisions allow fireflies to be able to find all local optima si-
multaneously if the population size is higher than the number of sub-
groups, which can be reflected in Fig. 13(b), where FA converges faster
with bigger population size. However, both GA and PSO are not very
sensitive to population size in this study. Although PSO and FA are
continuing techniques that are originally more suitable for solving
continues problems rather than combinational problems and GA is in-
itially discrete technique that is more suitable for combinational pro-
blems like QAP, with properly transformation, discrete problems can be
mapped into continues representation and then efficiently optimized
with PSO and FA. Therefore, FA is finally recommended as the algo-
rithm for optimizing module layout on vessels.

4.4. System evaluation

According to the results of the illustrative example, the developed
system can well assist lift planning of topsides disassembly among
multiple offshore platforms. Especially, the proposed method of ad-
dressing the module layout planning varies from the traditional QAP. In
this study, the optimization objective focuses on the minimizing the
total offshore heavy lift time, which can significantly reduce the off-
shore safety problems, rather than minimizing the material flow or
handle cost among facilities after assignment. Therefore, the developed
system can help address similar assignment problems, where the as-
signing process requires careful consideration. In addition, the com-
parison of the three heuristic algorithms well identifies the optimal

algorithm, namely firefly algorithm, from the commonly used heuristic
algorithms to solve the assignment problem mentioned above. Analysis
of the impact of different population size on algorithm performance can
assist adjusting parameters to further improve the efficiency of the se-
lected algorithm. Finally, the approach proposed in this study to in-
tegrate BIM and GIS, providing an efficient and accurate information
hub for the developed system, is easier to realize compared to previous
BIM-GIS integration studies.

However, the developed BIM/GIS-based web system has some lim-
itations. For example, although BIM and GIS have been integrated,
manual adjustments on 3D models during file format conversion are
complicated and time-consuming. Such integration process has to be
conducted for every new multiple offshore platform decommissioning
project. To improve the efficiency and accuracy of the developed web-
based platform, the integration process of BIM and GIS should be au-
tomated. The ideal BIM/GIS-based web system is expected to use IFC
file directly without any model position and scale adjustments, which is
one future direction of this study.

5. Conclusions

This paper formulated the module layout and vessel transport
schedule optimization problems and developed a BIM/GIS-based web
system to assist lift planning among multiple offshore platforms when
disassembling their topsides. Lift planning includes optimizing module
layout on vessels and vessel transport schedule among platforms. BIM
technology was used to provide all required information for module
layout optimization, while GIS was used to provide necessary spatial

Fig. 12. BIM/GIS-based web system demonstration.
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information for vessel transport schedule optimization. GA, PSO, and
FA were implemented and compared to obtain the optimal module
layout with the minimum total lift time. Graph search technique and
schedule clash detection method were used to obtain vessel transport
schedule with the minimum offshore sailing time. In addition, the
proposed approach of integrating BIM and GIS in this study is eco-
nomical and easy to implement. An example of three offshore platforms
with eighteen functional modules in total was used to illustrate the
developed web system. Results show that the practical efficiency of lift
planning among multiple offshore platforms can be significantly im-
proved by the developed BIM/GIS-based web system compared with the
current experience-based approach. In addition to assisting decision-
making on topsides disassembly, the developed BIM/GIS-based web
system can also be applied to other fields such as resource allocation
among multiple construction sites and maintenance task assignment
among multiple buildings in a public area like a school campus. The
implemented population-based algorithms (GA, PSO, and FA), can also
be adjusted to solve other facility layout planning problems in fields
such as manufacturing factories and construction sites.
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